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Abst a.c

In order to clarify the dispersal pattern of Pollen and spores and thir

transportation mechanism, the surface sediments of Sagarni Bay was tudied

palynologically. n regard to the dispersal and transportation, the following

four groups are recognized:

Group A: Pollen and spores of this group such as Pinu and Gleichenia hav

a large buoyancy and are consequently transport d by th wind

and water currents for a relatively long period. Th disp r al pat

tern of this group is much influ ned by hydraulic ondition.

Group B: Quercu , Cyclobalanop i. Jnu and ryptom ri b 1 n

group. Ithou ,h they ar am an mophil u f1

do not hav th am bi dd r with pin p 11 n.

thi group ar carri d to a ami y by th wind d riv r nd

d po it d within a hor p riod b au 0 r 1 iv 11

buoyancy.

Group C: T uga, Ulmu -Z lkova, n rb r a1 011 n) nd rn

por ) of 0 01 t yp b Ion to thi 'roup. 011 n n

of this group are tran por ed to h bay mainly by h riv, r nd

deposit d immedia ly after th wat r p ur d u in th

Group D: Keteleeria, Carya and Liquidambar te. b 1 n to hi roup.

Pollen of thi group are r worked fo il from th 1 i

sediments. 0 they are lit 1 influenc d by th wind in h con-

dary di p rsal proc
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I. Introduction

In the palynological study of marine deposits, considerable attentions have recently

been paid to the sedimentary mechanism of the surface sediments and sedimentary en

vironments in order to clarify the history of the coastal plain and terrace deposits.

Gener.ally speaking, pollen and spores have the same size of 20-50pm as silt

grains (4-63pm). As sedimentary particles, therefore, pollen and spores show a

similar behaviour to silt grains in the process of sedimentation. The following facts

have been pointed out concerning with p,ollen sedimentation. 90.% of pollen and

spores are transported by the wind to the water within 50-100km (ERDTMAN, 1943;

FAEGRI and IVERSEN, 1964). Larger and smaller type pollen go offshore with both

regularly decreasing amounts of pollen per a gram of sample and ratio of larger

pollen to smaller ones (HOFFMEISTER, 1954). Pollen and spores suspending and

floating in the water are sorted by hydraulic movements, and show deviated sedimen

tary pattern (MULLER, 1959; ROSSIGNOL, 1961; CROSS and SHAFFER, 1965; GROOT,

1966; MATSUSHITA, 1981, 1982).

Much quantity of pollen and spores is found in the sediments of terrigenous clay

and silt, but not so much in the sediments of amorphous silica (MULLER, 1959).

Reflecting the fact that Pinus and FS (Fern Spore), especially Trilete type spores,

hav,e larger buoyancy and higher productivity, marine sediments hav,e greater quantity

of. Pinus and fern spores than terrestrial sediments (KORENEVA, 19'66; ZAGWIJIN and

VEENSTRA, 1966). For example, SHIMAKURA (1968, 1970) reported high concentration

of Pinu in th marine sediments of Japan Sea, Matsushima Bay and Shirahama near

th Kii in ula. AKAMURA (1973) made a comparative study of marine sedim·ents

fr m To ay and u aki Bay and river sediments flowing into those bays from the

viewpoint of composition of pollen and spores. His study made clear that the percen~

tage of FS is increased in inverse proportion to the drastic decrease of NAP (Non Ar

boreal Pollen) in the marine sediments. Applying above mentioned results to a

palyno-stratigraphic study of the sediments of the Nohbi Coastal Plain, he also discuss

ed the sedimentary environments and paleogeographic succession of the district.

NAKAMURA et a1. (1974) indicated that AP (Arboreal Pollen) except Pinus type

and NAP had the tendency of taking the same behaviour in sedimentary process.

Generally speaking, the vegetation of the land area is not -always directly reflected in

the ,composition of fossil pollen and spores in the nearby marine sediments. The com

position of pollen and spores in the marine sedim'ents must be interpreted on the

basis of the ass,essment of the sedimentary environment, vegetati.on and inherent

characters of palynomorphs, such as, their shapes. grain sizes and structures.

The aim of this study is to clarify the dispersal pattern of pollen and spores 10

the sediment of Sagami Bay in relation to the sedimentary environments.
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n. Environments of the surveyed area

Topography and geology

A detailed description of the area of Sagami Bay a to it topography, geology

and their environments has been given by HORlKO H1 (1957) and KIMURA (1976).

Sagami Bay is located on the Pacific Coast of the central part of the Japan

ain Island. The bay except for its southern part is urrounded by the land on thre

sides; the Izu Peninsula on the west, the coast of honan on the north. th p nin

sulas of Miura and Boso on the east. On the southern part, the volcani i land of

Oshima and Izu Islands are scattered. Tokyo Bay pour itself through th ra a han

nel between the Miura and Boso Peninsula. On the a tern half of th bay, oa t

are fringed with shelves of 5-8km width. while on the we tern, there is no u h pro-

minent shelf except for the neighbourhood of Ito and himoda ( Fig . 1 and 2).
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The shelves near Ito and Shimada have the steep slope ranging from lOO-200m

to 700m depth. The main basin of the bay has a depth of approximately I, 600m at

the center, and opens into the ocean floor along the eastern side of Oshima Island.

Oshima Island is connect,ed with the lzu Peninsula by 500m deep submarine terrace.

According to KIMURA «19176), the topography and geology of the surv,eyed area of

Sagami Bay are a kind of variable zone. The area has a narrow continental shelf and

steep slope, many canyons and banks, and a large trough called the Sagami Trough

exists on the continental slopes. The trend of the trough shows NW-SE direction

across the center of the bay and changes its trend to E-W direction east oJ Oshima

Island. And the area is one of the most active ones of Japanese Islands, and many

earthquakes have occurred in Sagami Bay and its adjaoent area. Geologically the IZll

Peninsula is mainly composed of Neogene andesitic and basaltic lavas and accom

panied pyroclastic and sedimentary rocks of the so-called "Green-Tuff" area. In con

trast, the Miura and Bos Peninsulas ,are mainly composed of sedimentary rocks of

the Oligocene to Pleistceneage (KIMURA, 1976).
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Current ,and wlind

After falling upon the surface of the water, pollen and spores are floated and

suspended for some period and th'en slowly deposited on the bottom. It is impossible

to calculate the actual speed of this settling process" because it is inf]uenced by

many factors which are not analyzable at the present. That is to say, the floating

period depends on the specific gravity of a partieular grain and its structure etc.. Set

tUng of grains in the water is related with moving water mass. In addition, the

slight difference of the density between fresh and salt waters will influence upon the

deposition of palynomorph. Finally, the strength of the ~oca] tidal curr nts i, n impor

tant but hardly measurable factor. Therefor,e, only th g n ral wat r mov m nt will

be described here, which are considered to have a fundamen ai, influ n n tn,

overall disper a1 of pollen and spores.

The warm oceanic current, Kuroshio runs along the Pa, ifie Cat of Jlap n, or·

ding to HORIKOSHI (1'957), a branch of Kuroshio flows north-north a t rly i

bay, usually from between Oshima Island and the ]ZU Peninsu~a, b nding th n to th

northeast and rthe east, and runs off into the open oc an, sw ping' hrough th

southern half of the bay (see Fig .3,), On its way, the main branch nd 'thr t6

of offshoots toward the innermost part" the northeast and southeast corn rs of the

bay. There are two kinds of current groups in Sagami Bay; the one is the abov m n·

tioned Kuroshio, whose velocity usually ex,ceeds 1 kt. (1-3.5 kt.) on the s nth sid of

the bay, and the others ar,e clockwise counter currents which are indue d by the

branch of the Kuroshio on the northern side and current velocity is usually blow 0.5 kt.

(0.3,-1 ..0 lrt.).
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n i ion of wat r curr nt in agami Bay during the winter (from HORIKOSHI,. 1957).

At times, the branch of the Kuroshio flows into the bay along the east side of

Oshima Island, and it induces a clockwise circulation in the northern half of the bay.

Regardless of the fluctuation above noted a southward current is fairly persistent

along the coast of the Izu Peninsula, from the cape of Kawana to southward. The

outflow from Tokyo Bay is observed along the east coast of the Miura Peninsula

(the western side of the Uraga Channel). Although the main body of the outflow from

Tokyo Bay extends southwestward into Sagami Bay, a part of the flow goes very fre

quently off the west coast of the Miura Peninsula as far north as the interior of the

bay. A coastal water is predominant in the region along the Miura Peninsula and the

Shonan district, and also in the vicinity of Ito and Shimoda on the northeast side of

o hima Island (see Figs.2 and 3).

Most of pollen and spores liberated from flowers or sporangia are transported for

some distance by air before settling on the land or water surface. Therefore air condi

tion or wind direction will be important factors. Major pollen species represented in

the palynomorphs of Sagami Bay liberate their flowers in the period from March to

August. General wind directions through flower season from March to August are
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Vegetation

rom the stand point of the vegetation (DE 0, 1971; MIYAWAKI, 1972 and

OK TA I, 1974), the land surrounding Sagami Bay can be divided into two parts; the

eastern part of the Sagami River including the Miura Peninsula and western

part of the river including the Izu Peninsula.

1) The eastern part: This area is almost all deforested owing to the drastic expan

sion of urbanization an.d poor vegetation .. But some smaH scale secondary forests

such as Quercus serrata-Gyclobalanopsis myrsinaefolia coppice and Pinus densiflora or

Cryptomeria japonica plantation are found sporadically. On the other hand, rude weed

omuniti s of Gramineae, Cyperaceae, Compositae, Polygonaceae and so on are widely

s n.

2) The western part: In this area the low lands near the rivers of Sakawa and

agami ar occupied by the cultivated areas of rice and field crops. In the areas of

low mountains, highly lands and diluvial terraces, which extensively cover the western

part, u reus serrata . acutissima coppices and Cryptomeria japonica-Chamaecyparis

obtu a plantati n are dominant. In the southern p.art of he Izu Peninsula, Shiia

i boldi; c ppic s are conspicuous. Seminatural stands of Alnus along the stream and

pl ntati n of th same genus for erosion control on hill sides are also seen. In the

mountain zone up to 800m in altitude" Abies firma- Tsuga sieboldii forests which

, r . 0 a ionally accompanied by Cryptorneria japonica, Pinus densiflora, Quercus ser

r ta, t n a cr nata, CycJobalanopsis rnyrsinaefolia and C. glauca are distributed.

rrata r paJmatum forests are seen along streams or on alluvial fans.

i h 11 m r than OOm in altitude such as Mt. Amagi in the Izu Peninsula,

Mts. Hakone and Tanzawa in the northwestern area of the Kanagawa Prefecture are

covered by Fagus crenata and Quercus mongolica var. crispula forest.

The sea side vegetation surrounding Sagami Bay is represented by coastal sand

vegetation and maritime rock and scree one. Among them, the former is distributed

mainly along the northern parts of the bay, and its components are herbs and

grasses such as WedeJia prostrata , Lathyrus maritimus, Carex pumiJa and Zoysia

japonica etc.. Oshima Island in the southern part of the bay is occupied by poor

vegetation developing on lava flows and small stands of Cryptomeria plantation and

Pinus Thunbergii forest are aIso found in places. In addition, Gleichenia linearis, a

high spore producer, is found commonly on the floor of the Pinus forest at the Izu

Peninsula. From these facts, it is considered that the western part of the Sagami

River plays a important part as the source area of pollen and spores.

m. Material and method

Sampling

Sampling materials from about 60 locations were collected by the Smith-McIn

tyre sampler from the surface layer sediments. The samples were punched out with
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vinyl pipe whose diameter measures about 7cm. The soft-x ray photographs of the

punched samples were taken in order to reveal their sedimentary features. For farther

palynological analysis, the samples composed of the sediments of the very surface

layer were selected with the aid of this photographical procedure.

The sampling materials were collected by the ship of Hakurei Maru from the

localities shown in Fig. 5 which rang,e in depth from 63m to 2,520 m on Sagami

Bay and its vicin ity (see Fig.1). And. most of the material of this study were col

lected along the systematic sampling grid points by one of the present authors M.

ARITA and his associates on Sagami Bay (ARITA, 1976). Several other samples of the

surface sediments from nearby localities on the southern and western parts of the

Boso Peninsula and on the southern part of Oshima Island were also studies.
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Fig.5 Numerical figures and circle sign (0) show sampl numb fa and sampling taU n

respectively,

The samples for palynolog]cal study are mostly clay and sil s, th uhf

them are sandy gravel. The result of gra'n ize analysis is shown in T hI 1. N rly

all the samples contain foraminiferal and shell fragments and other sk I al r m ins

and calcareous material in varying amounts, and a large number of th amp] on

tain more or less degraded plant remains, [n order to compare palynol gical asp c s

of the data, the distribution patterns various sediment are repre nt d by th thr

types of sediments. uch as, sand. silt and cla.y.
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Macera ion

Each sample was macerated by the standard procedure ( AKAMURA et al.. 1972)

for calcium-bearing sediments. This procedure consists of solution of the calcium car

bonate in hydrochloric acid.. followed by defurnication in dilut·e alkali (KOH 10%) and

acetylation with an acetic anhydride sulfuric acid mixture «CH3CO)20 : H2S04 =9:1).

The proc dure is shown in the foHowing notes.

1) Put about Sg of sample in a 50cc centrifuge-tube and dissolv'e calcium car

bonate (CaC03) with hydrochloric acid (Hel 10%) until the reaction has ceased.

More than three times wash it with water and centrifugalize it.

2) Add 10% KOH (25cc) to it and stir it with a glass rod thorougWy.

3) Treat with 10% KOH for 15 min. at 80"C in the water bath and then wash

and centrifugalize it. Repeat washings until wash water comes clear. The

K H treatment breaks up extraneous plant material and dissolves humic matter.

if any 's pr sent

4) mp t ly get rid of water and then add ZnCh (1.7 <P< 1.8) to it 5-6 times

as much as h sample. The sample in a 50cc centrifuge tube is stired with

an agitator thoroughly and then transferred to the other two or three 15cc cen

trifug tub s.

I an th surface of poUen and spores exines with supersonic cleaner (29kHz)

for 7 min ..

6) c n'trifug (2,500-3,000 r.p.m.) for 30 min. and draw off the suspended

m m th admixture of ZoCb.

7 u p nded matt r is removed with a pipette and transferred to the

. h r ntrifug tub, dilute with distilled water. add a few drops of

10% Hel and shake it.

8) Wash residue with distilled water after centrifugalized. Repeat washing and cen

trifugalizing until wash water comes clear.

9) Remove water from the residue with acetic acid and centrifugalize.

10) Add mixture (2cc) of acetic anhydridesulphuric acid «CH3COhO : H2S04 =9:1) to

dehydrated residue and treat with its mixture for 15 min. at 80"C in a water

bath and centrifugalize.

11) Wash the residue with acetic acid in ord,er to prevent outburst and cen

trifugalize it.

12) After washing the residue with distilled water and centrifugalize more than

three times. to add 10% KOH and keep it in the water bath for 2 min. at

80 .

13) Wash it with distilled water and centrifugalize more than three times.

Slide preparation and counting method

Draw off a small drop of the residue from the sample vial, place it on a slide
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and add molten glycerin jelly (about 70 'C), mix very completely and cover the mix

ture with cover-glass.. And then, the slide is examined and counted on a microscope

with a mechanical stage. Olympus standard microscope. with lOx and 40x objectives

and 15x oculars wer,e used in this study. The slid'e is complet,ely counted from one

corner of the cover glass to the other, untH the total number of ponen grains and

spores exceeds 500.

Grid method

The writers adopted Grid method in cooperation with the computer to clarify the

distribution pattern of pollen and spores. In delineation of contour map, the first

step is usually to produce a regular mesh or grid points. Many workers have discuss

ed this method and details are refered to 1.B.M. (1965), PALMER (1969)" WALTER

(1969) and DAVIS, J.C.(l973). In this paper, the writers used the program of

KURODA 0976). He owes much to DAVIS, J.e. (1973) to draw up the program of

Grid method. The steps in computation of grid values for contouring are shown in

Fig.6. In this figure, the mark <e) represents an observation point on a map; each

point is characterized by X coordinate (east-west), Y coordinate (north-south), and Z

coordinate (elevation). X and Y show the position of sampling point on a map, and

2 shows the values. that is, the r'esults of analysis. For example, observation points

Ob Oz, OSland so on are represented by OJ (Xl,. Yl' 2 1), 02 (Xz• Y z, Z2),03 (X3.

Y3' 23) and so on. In general way, an observation point Oli is shown by

O. (Xi, Y" Zi}

and has coordinate X j in the east-west direction, Yi in the north-south dire tion,

and elevation (analytical value) Z j. In figure 6, we have sup rimpos d r gular grid of

control points (0) on the map. Thes.e control poin aT al 0 numb r d qunti Ily

from G1 to Gn , Grid point GK has coordinates X k and Yk • and ha an st.irn, t d

value Zk and is represented by G k (X k, Yk, Z k) gen rally.

Z k is est~mated on the basi of the n arest n data pint ; that i to y, fir ly,

nearest observation points to each grid iot rs' etian ar' s arch -d ut, nd s, ondly,

the distances from these points to the int r clions ar calculat, d. uppo· ik

(0 j k) is the distance from observation point OJ to grid pint

then the estimation of Z k is

[r.. this study. 6 nearest observation points (0 =6) ar used to calculat Zk ,of ach

grid point.
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fl. Results of analysis

In this section, the data of pollen and grain size analysis are presented. The

analytical data on which the distirbution chart are based, are found in Tables 1 and

2. Gr in siz analy is for the sediments from Sagami Bay was processed by ARITA.

Re ult of grain size analysis

Th r ults of grain size analysis are show in Tables 1. The distribution charts

which r drown by grid method using a computer, are show in Figs. 7, 8, 9 and 10.

Md {>

Th mo t important feature of the grain size composition of bottom sediments is

pr d by th mean diameter of grain size Md ;. In the distribution chart, Fig. 7,

rain iz i indicated by phi(;) seal, so that sediments of the region of the symbol

IOn d not the most fine grains and sign "A" shows the most coarse ones (for exam

pI in Fig. 7, th following signs represent the approximate grain size of phi seal

::;:-1; B~19, ::;:3;, C::;:5; and D::;:7; respectively).
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In the central part of the bay and the part of Sakawa River mouth except for

the eastern part along th'f shore line, sand shows its low concentration, while it

sh!,ows high cOl1lce.ntraltion in the sea area of Kawana, the western part of the B080

Peninsula and the vidnty of Sakawa River mouth.

Silt

The cHstribution chart of silt is shown in Fig. 9. Silt consists of the grain siz,e

from 4¢1 to 8? and tbe silt content of a sample is represented by the weight percen

tage. The region of 'Symbol "D" means high percentage of siU and sign "An presents

low percentage. The results show the high concentration of sHt in the vicinity of

Sakawa River mouth and along the shore line, snd shows low cocentration in the

wes,tern part of Tateyama, the eastern part of Kawana and in the nortbeast part of

Oshima msland.

Clary

The distribution chart of clay is shown in Fig. 10 .. Clay consists of the grain

siz m r than 81' and! the clay cont,ent of a sample is represented by the weight

p rcentage. Th regions of the symbol marks of"D" and "A" mean the same as san

d and silt on.les. In general, clay is highly concentrated only in the central part of

the bay exc pt for the sea area around :Manazuru.

Plnu

Th distribution chart of Pinus is shown in Fig. 11. It shows low concentration

round akawa River mouth, in the ar,ea of Kawana and in the aera west to Oshima

I.and, A hi hone ntration area of Pinus is found in the central part of the bay;

p :ially in th all' a west to tine Miura and Boso Peninsulas.

T 'ug

The distribution chart of Tsuga is shown in Fig. 12. It shows high concentration

in the area. about 20 km southeast from Sakawa River mouth and in the western sea

area of Tateyama.

Cryptomeris

The distribution chart of Cryptomeria is shown in Fig. 13. Roughly speaking t the

hi.gh concentration is found in two areas ; the one is the innermost part of the bay

and the other the mouth of the bay near Kawana and Oshima Island.

Quercus + Cydobalanopsis

The distribution chart of oak pollen is shown in Fig. 14. The high concentration

is found in the wide area between Kawana and Tateyama, and in the eastern part of

Sakawa River mouth along the shor'eline.

Ulmus +Z'elkoV8

The distribution chart of Ulmus+Zelkova ffis shown in Fig. 15. The concentration

of this type is r,estricted only to the vicinity of the dver mouth of Sakawa and

Sagami Rivers.
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AlmJs

The distribution chart of Alnus is shown in Fig. 16. It shows the high concentra

tion in the relatively wide area north to Oshima Island and in the narrow area near

Kawana. Roughly speaking, the regions of the low conc,entration are seen in the inner

most part of the bay around Sakawa River mouth.

Total Pinus type

The distribut~on chart of total Pinus type; Pinus +Abi,es +Picea +Podocarpus, is

shown in Fig. 17. Pollen of this type are not the same to one another in size but

are :similar concerning with external form and large buoyancy. Therefore we regard

the poUen of th,e total Pinus-type as a single population in the sedimentary process.

hi typ i closely similar to Pinus in respect of the distribution pattern (see Figs.

11 and 17).

AP

A mans total tr,ee ponen. The distribut' on chart of AP is shown in Fig. 18.

is higJnly cone ntrated in the central part of the bay, while it shows low concen-

tration in four s a areas, Sakawa Riv,er mouth along the shoreline, the eastern part

of Kawana and th western and eastern part of Oshima Island.

Whore AP except. for Plnus-1:ype

Th' who~ AP xcept for Pinus-type (Pinus +Abies +Pi,oea +Podocarpus) is highly

,on nlrat d in two sea areas in the innerm.ost part of the bay along the shoreline

nd -ntra] of til bay a shown in Fmg. 19.

, M'ln

h di tribu i n char of ramin'eae i shown in Fig. 20. It shows high concentra

lim in th f th, b It zone b tween the vicinity of the Sakawa River

mouth and Hayama. ]n addition, this shows high concentration in the sea area of the

eastern part of Kawana and in the mouth of the Uraga Channel. Concentration is

low in other parts.

NAP

NAP means total herbaceous pollen. The distribution chart of NAP is shown in

Fig. 21. The pattern of the distribution of NAP r·esemblance to that of Gramineae.

NAP ,ex,cruding Gramineae

The distribution chart of NAP minus Gramineae is shown in Fig. 22. Most of

the appearen'ce of this typs is delimited to the areas of Sakawa River mouth and

Kawana region.

G/eichenia

The distribution chart of Gleichenia is shown in Fig. 23. Fern spores of Gleiche

niaare concentrated in the innermost part of the bay near Sakawa and Sagami River

mouths and in the entrance of Sagami Bay, but are small in quantity in the central

part of the bay.
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palynomorphs can be seen in the coastal areas west to the Sakawa River mouth and

off Zushi of th.e Miura Peninsula and off-shore areas 20'km west to Oshima Island

and 30km northeast to it.

V. Discussion

Every pollen grain and spore liberated from a flower or sporongium is

transported in the air to settle on land or directly on water. Once delivered to the

water, they should act ,as the sedimentary particles. Infomations about the above pro

cases have given by many workers {MULLER. 1959;, TRAVERSE and GINSBURG, 1966,;

'.ROOT, 19',66; STANLEY, 1966; MATSUSH1TA, 1981, 1982, 1985 and many other

work rs).

R.efering to these informations, the writers want to discuss the distribution patter

n of poHen and spores in rel.ation to palynosedimentological process. In other words,

r lation of the depo.sitional patterns of pollen and spores to their source areas are in

v sti at d on the knowlecl,ge of the morphology and stracture of pollen and spores

and of the meteorological .and oceanographical conditions of the area und,er considera

tion.

1) Pinus and GJeiche.l1ia

Pinus and GJeichenia. produce a large quantity of pollen and spores, which have

larg· buoyancy. Parti ularly black and red pine (Pinus Thunbergii and P. densiflora)

m' di tribut d xt naively overywhere in Japan except for Hokkaido. GJeichenia also

flo'Ud h wid lyon th floor of pine forests. Arnd in this r,egion but in the area sur

r()undin~ , ~ am.i Bay, ' J .ichenia is found dense1y distributed in the southern half of

th Izu P nin ul ,.

The direction of prevailing winds and currents on Sagami Bay is shown in Figs.

3 and 4. In the flowering season of Pinus, the wind directions are usually east-west

or northeast-southwest. According to HOPKINS (1950) and POHL (1933), most of Pinus,

after falling down into the water, keep floating for a long time. In the present study

it was found that the high concentration values of Pinus are found in the stagnated

area surrounded by the circular current but such values were not seen near the river

mouth. This fact suggests that the distribution pattern of Pinus is not much influenc

ed by the wind directions, but is controlled by the hydraulic conditions.

As shown in Fig. 23. spores of Gleichenia are found in quantities at the mouth of

Sagami Bay and in the area east and west to Oshima Island. This fact may be ex

pla,ined as fonowing. They are transported by the oceanic current of Kuroshio

directly from the source area of the southern half of theIzu Peninsula.

In conclusion, the ponen and spores of this typ·e are transported to the sea by

the streams and winds, but are not deposited within a short period beacause of their

large buoyancy. Hence, they are much influenoed by marine currents before settling

on the sea floor.
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ar of n n rb r

y di ibul d in t

ropOR nt f NAP in h

2) Quercus, Cyc1obalanopsis and Alnus

Oak and alder are anemophilous flowers. These trees are distributed widely

around Sagami Bay but they are relatively s·carce on the Shonan Plain and the

Miura Peninsula owing to the urbanization. As shown in Fig. 4, the wind dIrections

during their flowering season are north-east or north-south in the reagion of Shonan

and Yokohama, while e.ast-west or northeast-southwest in the Izu Peninu1.a.

Therefore, it may be considered that most of these pollen in this study are

transported from the Izu Peninsula.

According to HOPKINS (195.0)">, most of poUen of this type (appro imately 95 to

100%) sunk through water column of 42.5cm within 5 min. after falling down into

the still water. ERDTMAN (1943) and F EGRI and IVERSEN (1964) assert that 90% of

po len of this type drift as long as 50-100km in the air bofore they fall down on the

water. Consequently, it is concluded that pollen of this type are carried by wind at

some distance and are deposited within a relatively short period after falling down to

the sea. In other words, their influence of hydraulic coudition on this group is less

than that on Pinus.

3} Cryptomeria

The source area of CryptomeTia lies in the Izu Peninsula and the northern land

adjacent to Sagami Bay.. Cryptorneria is also an anernophilous flower. The high concen

tration of its poUen is found not only in the vicinity of th river mouth but also

around the mouth of the bay. This fact suggest that the pollen may hav be n car

ried from the source area to Sagami Bay both by the streams and the winds. Further

more the above fact suggests the behavior of the pollen in the water, its s ttling

velocity in the water, is fairly large. In conclusion, Cryptomeria is influ ne d only

slight y by marine urrent in th dim ntolo i 1 pro

4) 1': aga, Ulnm Zelkova, , and 0 Monol,

T uga flourishes in th,e Tanzawa mountain distric.

found broadly as the compon nt of h 1

pollen ( AP) and fern spore (F) of Monol,

region but the ir prod uctivity ar low. M

diments of agami Bay are Gramin ae.

Relative~y high con·c·entration of Tsuga and Ulmu J -Z lkova is fund, nly in 'It

vicinity of the river mouth. Mas of the pollen and po,r of h taxa r upp d

y transported by the river and deposited immediately aft,er h riv r w ,r p ur d in-

to the sea. Hence, it is supposed that pollen and por of thi group ar h rdly in-

fluenced by the marine currents.

His experiment for comparison of rates of inking of pine and oak poll n wa p dorm d in

the ab ence of wind effects. -In the 6 x 6ft tank, the water lev 1 was brought to a d plh of

17 inches.
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S) Seconda,ry palynomorph

Secondary palynomorphs, suclh as reworked or reb-eddedi palynomorph, from the

older sediments were r,ecognized in the sea areas east and south to the Boso Penin

'8ula (see th!e number of samplin,g stations particularly from St. 261 to St. 266 in

Table 2).

KeteJeeria, Carya, Liquidambar, etc. which belong to Pre-Pleistocene palynomor

phs were found in the sampling materials of this study. These palynomorphs may be

derived from the following Pre-Pleistocene submarine layers reported by KIMURA

(1976). According to KIMURA (1976), these Pre-Pleistocene submarine layers are nam

ed the E and D layers on the has~s of the sonk profiles. The E l,ayer m,ainly cor

relat 8 with the Oligocene-early Miocene Hayama Group cropping out in the Miura

:P ninsula and the Hota and Mineoka Groups cropping out in the Roso Peninsula.

The D layer is un,conformably underlain by the E layer and correlates with the

Miocen ' Miura Group on land. Consequently palynolo,gkal d.ata of these secondary

palynomorphs also may strongly support tbe presence of such Tertiary submarine

lay' fS cropping out nea.r the 13080 and Miura Peninsulas reported by KIMURA (1976).

The prohl m of reworked palynomorph has be,en already discussed by many

work ra (MULm..ER. 1959; DAVIS, M.B., 1961; GROOT, J.j. and GROOT, C.R., 1966;

STANL· Y, 196,6, and m ny others). Th,ey asserted that the pres1ence of rework,ed

p~ynomorphs in signifkant numbers, suggests the presence of the out crop where

poll nifrous s d'im n!ts are exposed on the continental shelf or slope (GROOT, J.}. an-

! "Itt( T, ,R, 19,66) and tit increa of erosion owing to sea-level lowering or COD-

tin ntnl gla i tion (STAN,l;EY, 1966).

\fl.. Conclusion and application

The distribution patterns. of pollen and spores of Sagami Bay. as des'cribed in

detail in the preceding chapters, were discussed on the basis of the principal relation

between the location of the source areas of pollen and spores and their transporting

mechanism. Some depositional selections of the' grains take place in the process of

gradual settling and transporting of pollen and spores by the water currents and

winds. In these dispersal process of the ponen and spores from the land to Sagami

Bay I the following groups are recognized:

Group A: Such as Pinus and Gleiche'nia belong to this group. PoUen and spores

of this group have a large buoyancy and are consequently transported by

the winds and water currents for a relatively long period. So the dispersal

pattern of this group is much influenced by hydraulic conditions.

Gro,up B: Quercus, CycJobaJanopsis t Alnus and Cryptomeria belong to this group

and thes,c are anemophilous flowers. Pollen ,grains of this ,group are carried

to Sagami Bay by the winds and rivers and then deposited within a short

period. So they are a little influenced by the marine currents .. Because
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pollen grains of this group have not the same bladders with pine pollen,

that is to say, they have a relatively small buoyancy.

Group C: Tsuga, Ulmus-Zelkova, NAP ( on Arboreal Pollen) and fern spor,es of

Monolete type belong to this group. Ponen and spores of this group are

transported to the bay mainly by the rivers ,and deposited! immediately after

the water p,oured out into the sea. Because herbae,eous plants are low

poUen producers and low in beight, so their pollen are not dispersed widly

by the winds. Fern spores of Monolete type show a similar tlendency to her

baceous plants. On the other hand, since the .arbore,al pollen of Tsuga,

Ulmus and Zelkova, had their source areas in an inland area, such as Tan

zawa mountain district, their pollen grains could not reached to the bay

by the winds because of the long distance between their source ar as and

the bay. Pollen and spores of this group, therefore, are hardly influenced

1>y the winds and marine currents.

Group D: Secondary palynorphs such as Ket,eleeria, Carya, Liquidambar, etc.

which are derived from the Pre-Pleistocene submarine layers at the sea bot

tom t belong to this type. They are little influenced by the factors mention

ed above.

MULLER (195.9) claimed that w,aterborne pollen grain could be compared with fine

silt particles in settling speed, and same similarities in distributions between them are

found. The distribution pattern of Group A whkh has a large buoyancy is roughly

similar to silt particles. But the distribution pattern of the other groups are not

always coincide with that of silt particles. This fact suggests that they are influen ed

in part by the abilities of dispersion and buoyancy.

It was found that the grid m thad u iog a omput r i v ry u ful t inv-

the distribution patterns of sedim ntary lement, and thi m thod wi 1 b d b

ly in palynology.
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